INTRODUCTION
CRM – a term which dates back to the 80s and 90s for its inception

(or rather, inception and then concrete existence) has been an enabler
and a major support to countless number of organisations for
streamlining their business processes and bolstering their customer
relationship management.
Today, the tool is leveraged by not only sales function but even marketing
or finance teams to usher in transparency, quality, and a smooth flow into
their operations.
Apart from sorting communication with the prospects and customers,
CRM has also been subjected to a lot of successful experimentation in
terms of its integration with other platforms. Thus, giving the industry a
holistic platform experience, which is a must have for a company of any
size, in case if it is serious about its growth.

THE GLOBAL CRM MARKET IS PROJECTED TO BE WORTH $81.9 BILLION BY 20251
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WHERE DO THE MYTHS
COME FROM?
When everything is so good – market is booming, social CRM is on the rise, companies of all

domains and sizes are adopting it, cloud-based CRM is strengthening its market penetration then
what is the logic behind CRM myths?
Let’s accept it, complete CRM adoption is not a child’s play, however it is not difficult either.
However, anything which is even a tad bit tough – attracts the common reluctance to acceptance

which then becomes a breeding ground for misconceptions or myths.
(You can read up our blog on the best practices to ensure perfect CRM implementation here.)

Surpassing the stereotypes, debunking the myths and looking beyond misconceptions around
CRM tools is the need of the hour for businesses across the globe if they want to be on top of
their game.

THE GLOBAL CRM MARKET IS PREDICTED TO GROW AT A 13.7% COMPOUND ANNUAL GROWTH RATE (CAGR) THROUGH 20212
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IT’S GOING TO COST MORE THAN IT SHOULD!
The myth was actually a fact during the initial times of the CRM market catching up. Even till sometime back,

on-premise installations involving a lot of hardware deployments, licensing etc. were costly.

#Myth 1

However, with time, market expanded, competition base also grew-up substantially, multiple technical innovations aided in
the smarter and more efficient version of CRMs and majorly, the consumption also rose up at an exponential pace – thus,

bringing down the costs.
No more a prerogative of organisations who have deep budget pockets, CRM has gradually yet massively seeped into the
market and is providing its services to companies of all shapes and sizes.
Another reason which can be traced for this myth to float around still is again an old practice of having a complex pricing
model involving hidden fees and unclear upcharges beyond the sticker price.
However, with the buyer evolving into an intelligent breed and the market heating up with service-quality rated competition,
none of the serious and worthy (of your money) players resort to this practice anymore. Lastly, with all the live-chat etc.
options for real-time support, even the maintenance cost has gone down a big time.
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CRM WILL BE LEVERAGED ONLY BY THE
SALES TEAM
Customer relationship management software or tools could have been associated only with sales departments but that was

#Myth 2

long ago. Silo work culture and disjointed organisational structure have already caused losses to the businesses in all these
years and the good news is, that bifurcated approach is now a thing of the past. It’s the age of integration and collaboration.
With businesses shifting their axis and becoming more customer-centric now, the platform which provides customer
intelligence is like a boon for all the departments – be it sales, marketing, finance, legal etc.
Reason behind this shift is simple, CRM is all about data and how you leverage that data to your benefit and extract relevant
insights, will decide how useful or not is the tool for rest of the departments.
Hence, it’s not just a software to store contact information but acts as a collaboration tool, marketing tool, team
management tool and even a customer support tool, thus completely quashing the myth that it caters only to the sales
department.
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IT’S LIKE OPENING UP YOUR DATA TO
SECURITY RISKS
Despite this being one of the most prevalent business worries, it is surprisingly one of the most baseless one. All said and

#Myth 3

done about the increasing data theft incidents and the surmounting regulations for data protection, the new-age CRMs can
be said to be one of the most secure places for your data.

Maintaining integrity and security of your data is like the lifeblood for the CRM firms because if this prerequisite isn’t
fulfilled then even the foundation of CRM software provision becomes nullified.
Therefore, authentic and trustworthy CRM providers these days confirm to the security regulations as customary mandates.

They all promise consistent uptimes and regular backups ensuring complete data restoration even in the case of a datamishap (which is generally quite unlikely).
Apart from regular updates, complex firewalls, multi-layered intruder detection system, high quality data encryption and

other evolving security protocols, CRM providers take all the possible initiatives which will ensure a highly secure
environment for your data. Also, cloud CRMs have also added another feather in the wings of secure service provision
promise of CRM providers.
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CRM WILL BE USEFUL ONLY FOR LARGE
BUSINESSES

#Myth 4

Once again, a misconception being borne out of ignorance – ignorance not just about the CRM intricacies but also

about the business management. Let’s see, business of all shapes and sizes, be it a large corporation or even a small
start-up – have one thing in common and that’s customers. Hence, customer relationship management is like a core
functionality which is required by every entity, irrespective of their size.
In this age of hyper customisation and commercialisation, even the thought of CRM being a one-size-fits-all product is
obsolete. Depending upon the size, nature and requirements of your business, quite certainly you’ll select the best-ofthe-breed plan instead of going for a generic CRM.
All the new-age CRMs are developed keeping the user-business scalability in mind because businesses which may start
small, may have the potential for growing into big corporations, and that too may be in a quick span of time. A proper
CRM tool will ensure to keep an agile scope for such growth.
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CRM IS SIMPLY QUITE COMPLEX
This myth generated because initially CRMs were indeed complex pieces of software that required tech savvy

#Myth 5

agents to handle and comprehend. However, with time CRM tools have undergone sea-change.
We are living in the age of self-serving BI where even a non-tech person is able to generate and understand
narratives from complex data analytics. On the same lines, new-age CRM tools are designed in such a manner that
they are extremely user-friendly and intuitive.
With Cloud CRM coming into picture, things have become easier and user-friendly. With a lot of options like live
chat etc. even the availability of real-time support has acted as a great help for the users.
Some learning curve would obviously be there, however, the time taken for making the team come onboard to a
new CRM platform has significantly lessened because of the extensive simplification of the platform.
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A WORLD BEYOND THE MYTHS
CRM usage is no more an entitlement owned only by the large enterprises, rather even small and medium entities and in fact,
even start-ups are ditching the excels and leaping onto the multi-functional contact management tool, i.e. CRM.

Prevailing strong growth rate in the CRM market is driven by SaaS growth and in particular by the segments of lead
management, voice of the customer and field service management, each of which is achieving more than 20% growth.3 & 4
An evolved avatar of CRM tools – intelligent and integrated CRMs, are leveraging technologies like AI, RPA, Analytics etc. to

deliver all the more seamless and splendid experience to the users. In fact, with increasing leverage Artificial Intelligence (AI),
big data and Machine Learning (ML), ‘relationship intelligence’ laced CRM can be said to be the future.
Putting your belief into any of these myths or other misconceptions which propels the thought of CRM not being an option

or choice for you, is simply like putting your own foot on the axe in such highly competitive times.
With a trusted CRM partner, the journey of getting your team onboard and reap full benefits of the tool, can be a breeze
instead of a complex affair.
BY 2020, THE CRM APPLICATION SOFTWARE MARKET WILL OVERTAKE THE DATA MANAGEMENT MARKET, THUS BECOMING THE LARGEST OF ALL SOFTWARE

MARKETS5
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